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For non-homentropic, inviscid, compressible shear flows, the equivalent of
Squire's theorem is proved. It is shown that a shear free basic flow does not
support subsonic modes. Further, it is shown that the instability region for subsonic
disturbances is a semi-ellipse type region, which depends on the Mach number,
wave number, and depth of the fluid layer. Under an approximation, two estimates
for the growth rate of an unstable subsonic mode are obtained. For unbounded
flows, a sufficient condition for stability to supersonic disturbances and an estimate
for the growth rate of an unstable supersonic disturbance are given. Q 2000
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The stability equation for inviscid, plane, parallel flows with a continu-
ous distribution of velocity and temperature was apparently first derived by
w xHaurwitz 4 . However, he did not attempt to determine the stability
characteristics with continuous basic flows. The stability analysis of non-
w xhomentropic, compressible shear flows was initiated by Lees and Lin 7 . If
 .  .U y is the basic velocity, T y the basic temperature, M the Mach0
 .number, and c s c q ic is the complex wave velocity of a disturbance,r i
then the disturbance is classified as subsonic, sonic, or supersonic accord-
ing as
2 < < 2T y M U y c 4 0.0
w xLees and Lin 7 have obtained a necessary and a sufficient condition for
instability of a subsonic disturbance. Due to the extreme mathematical
w xcomplexity of this problem, Blumen 1 studied the stability of homen-
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w xtropic, compressible shear flows. Blumen 1 gave a necessary and a
sufficient condition for the stability of subsonic flows and proved the
w x w xsemi-circle theorem. Blumen 1 and Blumen et al. 2 have studied the
w xbasic flow U s tanh y numerically. Later, Subbiah and Jain 10 have
shown that shear free basic flows support supersonic waves.
Further, they have shown that the complex phase speed of an unstable
subsonic mode lies in a semi-ellipse type region in the upper half plane.
For unbounded flows, a sufficient condition for stability to supersonic
disturbances and an estimate for the growth rate of an unstable supersonic
w xdisturbance were also given by Suddiah and Jain 10 .
w xRecently, Djordjevic and Redekopp 3 extended the results of Blumen
w x w x1 and Blumen et al. 2 to compressible shear flows with variable temper-
ature. They proved the semi-circle theorem and obtained a sufficient
condition for the stability of subsonic flows. Moreover, Djordjevic and
w xRedekopp 3 have studied the stability of the flow U s tanh y with
 . M 2  . w xT y s 1 q b sech b ) 0 numerically. Shivamoggi 9 also studied the0 y
stability of non-homentropic compressible shear flows but under a simpli-
fying approximation.
The spatial stability of non-homentropic compressible shear flows has
w x w xbeen studied by Jackson and Grosch 6 and Morris and Giridharan 8 .
In this paper, we study the linear stability of inviscid, non-homentropic,
plane, parallel flow of an ideal gas by the normal mode method. First, we
prove the equivalent of Squire's theorem, namely, that for every unstable
three-dimensional disturbance there corresponds a more unstable two-di-
mensional disturbance. Hence, we consider only two-dimensional distur-
bances. We prove that U ’ 0 does not support subsonic modes. The phase
speeds c of neutral subsonic modes are bounded where as the phaser
speeds c of neutral supersonic modes need not be bounded. Then wer
prove that the complex wave velocity of an unstable subsonic mode lies in
a semi-ellipse type region in the upper half plane which depends upon the
Mach number M, the wave number k, and the depth of the fluid layer
 .y y y . This region reduces to the semi-circle of Djordjevic and Re-2 1
w x 2  .“‘dekopp 3 if either k q ‘ or y y y . Under the approximation of2 1
w xShivamoggi 9 , we obtain two estimates for the growth rate of an unstable
subsonic mode. For unbounded flows, we find a sufficient condition for
stability to supersonic disturbances and an estimate for the growth rate of
an unstable supersonic disturbance.
2. SQUIRE'S THEOREM
Consider the motion of an inviscid, ideal gas in a domain confined by




r q v ? = v s y , 1 .  .2› t g M
›r
q v ? =r q r= ? v s 0, 2 .
› t
p s rT , 3 .
› T
q v ? =T q g y 1 T = ? v s 0, 4 .  .
› t
where v is the velocity vector, r is the density, p is the pressure, T is the
temperature, g is the ratio of specific heats, and M is the Mach number of
the reference state.
Non-dimensionalization is done by introducing a reference pressure p ,r
temperature T , density r satisfying p s r RT , velocity V, and a lengthr r r r r
scale L. The Mach number of the reference state M s Vr g RT and R' r
is the universal gas constant.
Consider a plane, parallel shear flow, which is the basic flow, given by
  . .  .  .v s U y , 0, 0 , with r s r y , T s T y , and p s 1 satisfying0 0
 .  .  .  .  .r y T y s 1. Here U y , r y , and T y are any twice continuously0 0 0 0
differentiable functions of y in the flow domain.
Now we study the stability of the basic flow to three-dimensional,
infinitesimal wavy disturbances.
  . .Let the disturbed flow variables be given by U y q u, ¤ , w , 1 q p ,
T q u , and r q r. Then the linearized perturbation equations are0 0
› u › u dU 1 ›p
r q U q ¤ s y , 5 .0 2› t › x dy › xg M
› ¤ › y 1 ›p
r q U s y , 6 .0 2› t › x › yg M
› w › w 1 ›p
r q U s y , 7 .0 2› t › x › zg M
›r ›r dr › u › ¤ › w0q U q ¤ q r q q s 0, 8 .0› t › x dy › x › y › z
p s r u q T r , 9 .0 0
›u ›u dT › u › ¤ › w0q U q ¤ q g y 1 T q q s 0. 10 .  .0› t › x dy › x › y › z
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For wavy disturbances we can take the normal modes as
u y .Ãu x , y , z , t .
¤ y .Ã¤ x , y , z , t .
w y .Ãw x , y , z , t . w xs ? exp ikx q ilz y ikct , 11 .
r y .Ãr x , y , z , t .
p y .Ãp x , y , z , t .
Ãu x , y , z , t . u y .
where the wave numbers k and l are real and c s c q ic is the complexr i
wave velocity.
Ã .  .  .  .Using 11 , we get from Eqs. 5 ] 10 after dropping the ,
ikp
r ik U y c u q U9¤ s y , 12 .  .0 2g M
p 9
r ik U y c ¤ s y , 13 .  .0 2g M
ilp
r ik U y c w s y , 14 .  .0 2g M
X w xik U y c r q r ¤ q r iku q ¤ 9 q ilw s 0, 15 .  .0 0
p s r u q T r , 16 .0 0
X w xik U y c u q T ¤ q g y 1 T iku q ¤ 9 q ilw s 0, 17 .  .  .0 0
where a prime denotes differentiation with respect to y.
Now introduce the transformations
Ä2 2 2 Äk s k q l , ku s ku q lw , ¤ s ¤ , c s c,Ä Ä Ä
18 .
Ä 2Ä2 2 2 Ä Ä ÄÄM k s M k , kp s k , p , kr s kr , ku s ku .Ä Ä
1 .Then multiplication of 14 by and addition of the resulting equation
k
 .to 12 yields
ÄikpÄÄr ik U y c u q U9¤ s y . 19 .  .Ä Ä Ä0 2Äg M
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 .Equation 13 becomes
p 9ÄÄr ik U y c ¤ s y . 20 .  .Ä Ä0 2Äg M
 .Equation 16 , on multiplication by k, gives
Äp s r u q T r . 21 .Ä Ä0 0
 .  .Equations 15 and 17 become
XÄ Äik U y c r q r ¤ q r iku q ¤ s 0, 22 .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä0 0
and
XÄ Ä Äik U y c u q T ¤ q g y 1 T iku q ¤ 9 s 0. 23 .  .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä0 0
 .  .Now we see that the equations 19 ] 23 have exactly the same mathe-
 .  .matical form as the original equations 12 ] 17 with l s w s 0 and they
thus define the equivalent two-dimensional problem. That is, the distur-
bance equations for a wavy three-dimensional unstable disturbance with
 .vector wave number k, 0, l and growth rate kc is reduced to thei
disturbance equations for a two-dimensional disturbance with vector wave
Ä Ä .number k, 0, 0 and growth rate kc . Thus we have the following theorem.i
THEOREM 1. For e¤ery unstable three-dimensional disturbance there corre-
sponds a more unstable two-dimensional disturbance.
This theorem simplifies the stability problem for as a consequence it is
enough to consider only two-dimensional disturbances.
3. STABILITY EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS
 .  .Now, with l s w s 0, elimination of r and u from Eqs. 15 and 17
 .with the aid of Eq. 16 and r T s 1 yields0 0
w xik U y c p q g iku q ¤ 9 s 0. 24 .  .
 .  .  .Then elimination of u and p from Eqs. 12 , 13 , and 24 yields
2U y c ¤ 9 y U9¤ k . 9
y U y c ¤ s 0. 25 .  .22 TT y M U y c . 00
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 .  .  .Similarly, elimination of u and ¤ from Eqs. 12 , 13 , and 24 gives
X 2T 2U9 k0 22p 0 q y p 9 y T y M U y c p s 0. 26 .  .0T U y c T0 0
The stability equations for inviscid, non-homentropic shear flows of an
 .  .ideal gas are given by Eqs. 25 and 26 .
If the fluid is bounded by rigid planes at y s y , y then the boundary1 2
conditions are
¤ s p 9 s 0 at y s y , y , 27 .1 2
and if the fluid is unbounded, then the boundary conditions are
p s ¤ s 0 as y “ "‘. 28 .
4. STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR BOUNDED FLOWS
 .  .In the absence of basic shear U ’ 0 , Eq. 25 becomes
2¤ 9 k9
yc q c¤ s 0. 29 .  .2 2 TT y M c 00
 w x.From the semi-circle theorem see Djordjevic and Redekopp 3 , we know
 .  .that U ’ 0 is stable and hence Eqs. 29 and 27 can have only real
eigenvalues c s c .r
THEOREM 2. Shear free basic flows do not support subsonic wa¤es.
 .Proof. Multiplying 29 by ¤ and integrating the resulting equation over
 .  .y , y with the aid of 27 , we get1 2
2 2y ¤ 9 k2 2c q ¤ s 0.H 2 2 TT y M cy 001
For subsonic modes, T y M 2c2 ) 0. Therefore the above equation0
implies that c s 0. This proves that shear free basic flows do not support
subsonic waves.
Remark 1. Shear free basic flows may support supersonic waves for
which T y M 2c2 - 0. An example is given below.0
 .EXAMPLE. For U ’ 0 and T s 1, Eq. 26 becomes0
2 w 2 2 xp 0 y k 1 y M c p s 0.
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For c / 0 and 1 y M 2c2 - 0, the above equation can be rewritten as
2 w 2 2 xp 0 q k M c y 1 p s 0. 30 .
Now the function
2 2'p y s cos k M c y 1 y y y 31 .  .  . . 1
 .  .satisfies 30 and 27 whenever
2n q 1 p .
2 2'k M c y 1 s , n s 0, " 1, . . . ,
2 y y y .2 1
that is, whenever
1r22 21 2n q 1 p .
c s " 1 q , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 32 .22M 4k y y y .2 1
 .Remark 2. The real eigenvalues of neutral c s 0 subsonic or sonici
2 < <modes are bounded since for such modes, we have T y M U y c P 0,0 r
< < 1r2 1r2i.e., U y c O T rM. This implies a y T maxrM O c O b qr 0 0 r
T 1r2 maxrM, where a s U and b s U . But the real eigenvalues of0 min max
neutral supersonic modes need not be bounded. A counterexample is given
by the supersonic waves discussed above, which are non-singular neutral
 .modes, and their wave velocities, given by Eq. 32 are not bounded.
THEOREM 3. The complex wa¤e ¤elocity c for any unstable subsonic mode
must lie inside the semi-ellipse type region
2a q b
2c y q cr i /2
2225M b y a .
2 2 4M p T T y c0 min 0 min i 54
q 2225M b y a .22 24T T T q k y y y T y .0 max 0 min 0 max 2 1 0 min 54
2b y a
O . 33 . /2
Proof. For c / 0, the transformationi
¤ s U y c F .
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 .  .reduces the system 25 and 27 to the system
2 29U y c F9 k . 2y U y c F s 0, .22 TT y M U y c . 00
and
F y s 0 s F y . .  .1 2
 w x w x.Then, following the standard procedure Howard 5 and Blumen 1 , we
get
4 22 2 2 < < < <y ya q b b y a M U y c F9 dy2 22c y qc y Q dyq O 0,H Hr i 2 2 /  / 22 2 < <y y T y M U y c .1 1 0
34 .
where
< < 2 2T F9 k0 2< <Q s q F .22 T2 0T y M U y c .0
The semi-circle theorem can be obtained by dropping the last term.
2 < < 2For subsonic disturbances, we have T y M U y c ) 0. Therefore,0
< 2 .2 <T y M U y c - 2T O 2T .0 0 0 max
Therefore,
2 < < 4 < < 2 2 4y yM U y c F9 M c2 2i 2< <dy P F9 dy. 35 .H H2 22 4T2y y0 max1 1T y M U y c .0
From the semi-circle theorem, for c ) 0,i
2b y a 52 22< <U y c - b y a q s b y a . .  . /2 4
Therefore, for subsonic modes
2 252 2T y M U y c P T y M b y a . .  .0 0 min 4
So,
2 2< <y y T F9 k2 2 0 2< <Q dy s q F dyH H 22 T2y y 01 1 T y M U y c .0
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implies that
2 2< <y y T F9 k2 2 0 max 2< <Q dy O q F dy. 36 .H H 22 T2y y 0 min1 1 5M b y a .
T y0 min 54
Since by semi-circle theorem
2 2a q b b y a
2c y q c y O 0,r i /  /2 2
 .Eq. 34 gives
2 2a q b b y a
2c y q c yr i /  /2 2
2 2< <y T F9 k2 0 max 2< <= q F dyH 22 T2y 0 min1 5M b y a .
T y0 min 54
2 4 < < 2y M c F92 iq dy O 0 using 35 and 36 . 37 .  .  . .H 24Ty 0 max1
Now, by using the Rayleigh]Ritz inequality
2
y yy y y .2 22 12 2< < < <F dy O F9 dy ,H H2py y1 1
 .Eq. 37 reduces to
2 2a q b b y a
2c y q c yr i /  /2 2
22 2 4T k y y y M c .0 max 2 1 i
= q q O 0,2 2 22 p T 4T2 0 min 0 max5M b y a .
T y0 min 54
y2 < < 2after dropping H F9 dy.y1
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 .Equation 33 follows from this and hence the theorem.
The above region reduces to the semi-circle of Djordjevic and Redekopp
w x 2  .3 if either k “ ‘ or y y y “ ‘.2 1
w xNow, following Shivamoggi 9 , let us assume that M < 1 and c < 1 soi
that their product can be neglected in comparison to T . Under this0 min
 .approximation, the stability equation 25 becomes
2¤ 9 U9 ¤ k ¤9 9
y y s 0.2 22 2 U y c TT y M U y c T y M U y c .  . 00 r 0 r
38 .
Now, we prove the following theorems for subsonic disturbances, for which
2 .2 w xT y M U y c ) 0 in y , y .0 r 1 2
THEOREM 4. An estimate for the growth rate of an unstable subsonic
mode is gi¤en by
22U9r T y M U y c 9 b y a T .  . . /0 r 0 maxmax2 2k c O . 39 .i 22 21 q p rk y y y .2 1
 .  .Proof. Multiplication of 38 by ¤* the complex conjugate of ¤ and
 .integration of the resulting equation using 27 , gives
< < 2 2 < < 2y ¤ 9 k U9 ¤92 2< <q ¤ q dys0.H 2 22 2 5 /T U y cy T y M U y c T y M U y c .  .01 0 r 0 r
Real part of the above equation gives
< < 2 2y ¤ 9 k2 2< <q ¤H 22 Ty T y M U y c . 01 0 r
< < 2U9 U y c ¤ .9 rq dy s 0,2 22 5 / < <U y cT y M U y c .0 r
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i.e.,
2 2< <y ¤ 9 k2 2< <q ¤ dyH 22 Ty T y M U y c . 01 0 r
< < 2y U9 U y c ¤ .92 rs y dyH 2 22 / < <U y cy T y M U y c .1 0 r
2< <y U9 U y c ¤ .92 rO dyH 2 22 / < <U y cy T y M U y c .1 0 r
2< <yU9 ¤9 2
O b y a dy. .H2 22 / < <U y cyT y M U y c . 10 r max
This implies
2 2 22< < < < < <y y¤ 9 k ¤ U9 ¤92 2
q dy O b y a dy. .H H2 22 /T T < <U y cy yT y M U y c .0 01 10 r max
Therefore,
y1 U9 92 2 22< < < <¤ 9 q k ¤ dy O b y a .H 22 /T y T y M U y c .0, max 1 0 r max
< < 2y ¤2
= dy. 40 .H 2< <U y cy1
 .Use of the Rayleigh]Ritz inequality in 40 gives
22 < <y1 p ¤22 2k q c dyHi2 2T < <U y cyy y y .0 max 12 1
U9 9
O b y a .22 /T y M U y c .0 r max
< < 2y ¤2
= dy.H 2< <U y cy1
 .Thus, we get the estimate 39 .
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THEOREM 5. An estimate for the growth rate of an unstable subsonic
mode is gi¤en by
U X 2 Tmax 0 max2 2k c O . 41 .i 2 22 2 24 T y M b y a 1 q p r k y y y .  .0 min 2 1
Proof. Using the transformation
1r2¤ s U y c G, .
 .Eq. 38 becomes
U y c G9 1 U9 . 9 9
y G2 22 22T y M U y c T y M U y c .  .0 r 0 r
U92 G k 2
y y U y c G s 0. .22 T4 U y c T y M U y c .  . 0 .0 r
 .Multiplication of this equation by G* the complex conjugate of G and
 .integration of the resulting equation over y , y , yields1 2
2< <y U y c G9 1 U9 . 92 2< <q GH 2 22 2 2y T y M U y c T y M U y c .  .1 0 r 0 r
2 < < 2U9 G
q 224 U y c T y M U y c .  . .0 r
2 < < 2k U y c G .
q dy s 0.5T0
For c / 0, imaginary part of the above equation givesi
< < 2 2 < < 2y G9 k G2
qH 22 Ty T y M U y c . 01 0 r
2 < < 2U9 G
y dy s 0.22 2 5< <4 U y c T y M U y c . .0 r
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This implies that
< < 2 2 < < 2 2 < < 2y G9 k G U9 G2
q y dy O 0,H 22 2 5T T < <y 4 U y c T y M U y c .0 01  .0 r
i.e.,
2 2 22 2< < < < < <y yG9 k G U9 G2 2
q dy O dy. 42 .H H 22 2T T < <y y 4 U y c T y M U y c .0 01 1  .0 r
 .2  .2 2 .2 2Since U y c O b y a , we get T y M U y c P T y M b yr 0 r 0 min
.2  .a . Therefore, Eq. 42 gives
2 2< <y y1 U9 G2 22 22< < < <G9 q k G dy O dy.H H 22 2T < <y y 4 U y c T y M b y a .0 max 1 1  .0 min
Using the Rayleigh]Ritz inequality, we get
2 y1 p 2 22 < <k q G dyHT y y y . y0 max 2 1 1
2 < < 2y U9 G2
O dy.H 22 2< <y 4 U y c T y M b y a .1  .0 min
This implies that
22 2 2 < <yk c p G2i
1 q dyH2 22T < <U y cyk y y y .0 max 12 1
2 < < 2yU9 max G2
O dy.H 222 < <U y cy4 T y M b y a . 1 .0 min
 .From this we get the estimate 41 .
5. STABILITY ANALYSIS FOR UNBOUNDED FLOWS
 .  .y2If c / 0 and U is finite, then 26 may be multiplied by T U y c ,i 0
with the result that
y2 y22 2T U y c p 9 9 y k T U y c y M p s 0. 43 .  .  .0 0
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 .Multiplication of the above equation by p * the complex conjugate of p
 .  .and integration over y‘, ‘ with the application of 28 yields
‘ y2 2 2 22 2 2< < < < < <T U y c p 9 q k p y k M p dy s 0. . 5H 0
y‘
 w x w x.Then, following the standard procedure Howard 5 and Blumen 1 , we
obtain
2 2
‘ ‘a q b b y a 22 2 2 < <c y q c y Q dy q k M p dy O 0,H Hr i /  /2 2 y‘ y‘
4 2 22< <  < < < < xwhere Q s U y c T p 9 q k p .0
2 2Since k M O 0 and Q ) 0, the above equation gives the semi-circle
theorem.
For unstable modes, the transformation
y1r2G s U y c p .
 .is well defined. Use of this transformation in 43 results in the equation
y3 21 T U y c U9 G .0y1 y2T U y c G9 9 q T U y c U9 9G y .  .0 02 4
y12 2 2y k T U y c G q k M U y c G s 0, 44 .  .  .0
 .and 28 gives
G y s 0 as y “ "‘. 45 .  .
 .  .Multiplying 44 by G* the complex conjugate of G and integrating the
 .  .resulting equation over y‘, ‘ , using 45 , we get
‘ ‘1y1 y22 22< < < <T U y c G9 q k G dy q T U y c U9 GG* 9 dy .  .  .H H0 02y‘ y‘
y3 22 < <‘ ‘T U9 U y c G dy .0 22 2 < <q y k M U y c G dy s 0. .H H4y‘ y‘
Imaginary part of this equation gives, since c / 0,i
22 22< < < <‘ T G9 T U y c U9 GG* 9 T U9 U y c G .  .  .0 0 r 0 rq q dyH 2 4 6 < < < < < <U y c U y c U y cy‘
2 < < 2 2 < < 2‘ ‘ ‘T k G T U9 G0 022 2 < <q dy q k M G dy y dy s 0. 46 .H H H2 4 5< < < <U y c U y cy‘ y‘ y‘
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Consider the term
22 22< < < <G9 U y c U9 GG* 9 U y c U9 G .  .  .r rq q2 4 6< < < < < <U y c U y c U y c
2< < < < < < < <G9 U9 U y c Grs y 3< <U y c < <U y c
< < < < < < < <2 U y c U9 G G9 U y c U9 GG* 9 .  .r rq q . 47 .4 4< < < <U y c U y c
 .Concerning the second bracket in 47 , we observe that
< < < < < <U y c U9 GG* 9 U y c U9 GG* 9 .  .  .r rO4 4< < < <U y c U y c
< < < < < < < <2 U y c U9 G G9rO .4< <U y c
 .Hence, the expression on the left-hand side of 47 is a non-negative
2   .quantity p say, so that 46 can be rewritten as
22 2< <‘ ‘T k G T U90 0 22 2 2 < <T p q dy q k M y G dy s 0. 48 .H H0 2 4< < < <U y c 4 U y cy‘ y‘
This implies that
2
‘ T U90 22 2 < <k M y G dy O 0.H 4< <4 U y cy‘
Thus, we obtain
THEOREM 6. A necessary condition for instability is that
T U9202 2k M - , 49 .4< <4 U y c
at least once in the flow domain.
2 < < 2Now, for supersonic disturbances, we ha¤e T y M U y c - 0. Hence,0
 .for supersonic disturbances, 48 implies that
2 22 2< < < <‘ ‘T k G T U9 G0 0 42 2 < <dy O y k M U y c dy ,H H2 44< < < <U y c U y cy‘ y‘
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i.e.,
2 22 2< < < <‘ ‘T k G U9 T G0 02 y2dy O y k M T dy. 50 .H H 02 44< < < <U y c U y cy‘ y‘
From this follows the following theorems.
THEOREM 7. A sufficient condition for stability of the basic flow to
supersonic disturbances is
U X 2max2 2k M P . 51 .
4T0 min
THEOREM 8. For an unstable supersonic disturbance, an estimate for the
growth rate is gi¤en by
U X 2max2 2 2 y2k c O y k M T . 52 .i 0 min4
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we have studied the linear stability of inviscid, non-
homentropic shear flows of an ideal gas. First, we have proved that for
every unstable three-dimensional disturbance there corresponds a more
unstable two-dimensional disturbance. This invalidates Djordjevic and
w x.Redekopp's 3, p. 3242 , assertion that the equivalent of Squire's theorem
does not hold for inviscid compressible flows. We have proved that shear
 .free basic flow U ’ 0 does not support subsonic modes. We have also
shown that the wave velocities of neutral subsonic modes are bounded
where as the wave velocities of neutral supersonic modes need not be
bounded. For subsonic disturbances the instability region given by the
semi-circle theorem has been further improved. The new instability region
lies inside the semi-circle and depends on the Mach number, wave num-
ber, and depth of the fluid layer. Under the approximation of Shivamoggi,
two estimates for the growth rate of an unstable subsonic mode have been
found. For unbounded flows, a sufficient condition for stability to super-
sonic disturbances and an estimate for the growth rate of an unstable
supersonic disturbance have been given.
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